
Walmart Commerce Technologies  
empowers retailers to unlock and optimize  
Buy-Online-Pickup-in-Store (BOPIS) capabilities

With retail experiences constantly evolving, there’s a lot of pressure 
to adapt quickly and serve customers where, when, and how they 
shop. Our white-label fulfillment technology enables you to keep 
the customer experience under your brand. From order placement to 
hand off, take the guesswork out of order picking for your employees. 
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Offering BOPIS is complex, but it’s critical to leverage local store 
footprints to lower fulfillment costs and manage supply chain challenges 
so that orders are filled accurately and efficiently. Store Assist is an  
out-of-the-box mobile application to help you effectively manage all 
your in-store and curbside pickup orders. Whether you are looking 
to unlock BOPIS capabilities or turn your existing manual fulfillment 
strategy into a seamless digital process – we’re here to help.  

Solve for store fulfillment 
complexity with Store Assist 

A white-label solution that enables retailers to own their customer relationship and end-to-end fulfillment experience. 
Built on top of the same technology Walmart uses with years of employee feedback resulting in quick onboarding and 
an intuitive user interface.

Main Features
Proven Local Fulfillment Technology 

Order 
Queues

View order statuses 
and prioritize picking 
orders based on 
fulfillment promise 
date and time.

Single,  
Multi-Order and 
Batch Picking 

Improve margins by 
picking more items  
per hour than you 
would with manual 
picking capabilities.

Picking 
Optimization 

Maximize employee 
picking efficiency with 
an auto-generated pick 
path based on your 
store footprint.

Organized 
Staging 

Prompt employees 
to stage orders for 
pick up with modular 
staging capabilities 
that fit your needs. 

Seamless 
Customer and 
Delivery Handoff

Integrate customer 
and delivery driver 
arrival notifications 
and tracking to 
minimize wait times.
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Technical Requirements
Operating System: iOS 12, Android 6

Hardware: 1GB RAM, 600MB free disk 
space for optimal operation

Network: 3mbps+

Explore our APIs for seamless integration

Additional requirements

• OMS

• Catalog 

• Identity management

• Store level inventory (optional) Webhooks

Published APIs

Picking

Staging

Handoff

Delivery

Reports

Order 
management

Inventory

Catalog

Auth Z / 
Auth N

e-Commerce
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Support for Unique 
Fulfillment Use Cases
Whether your business offers apparel, groceries, 
hardware, sporting goods or other specialty 
items, Store Assist is built to adapt to your unique 
fulfillment requirements including: 

• Item colors and sizes 

• High item and volume order capacity 

• Temperature controlled staging requirements 

• Age restricted item verification 

• Weighted item picking 

• Freshness / expiration date checks 

Seamlessly integrate your systems with Walmart’s Store Assist 
mobile app through APIs. Store Assist sends messages to and 
from your systems and is connected to retail store devices. 

How It Works
Technology that easily integrates
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